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There is a rather well-known conjecture that if / and g are con-

tinuous functions on [0, l] to itself which commute (i.e., f(g(x))

= g(/(x))), then they have a common fixed point. The conjecture is

apparently due independently to Eldon Dyer and Allen Shields,

and has been generalized by J. R. Isbell [2]. The conjecture is easily

verified for polynomials / and g by referring to some work of J. F.

Ritt [3] who showed that the only commuting polynomials, aside

from some trivial cases are the Tchebycheff polynomials all of which

have a common fixed point. This result is stated more explicitly by

Block and Thielman [l ].

The author has noted that certain functions with broken line

graphs, e.g.,

2x if 0 < x g è)(2x if 0 < x < i)
fix)   =    { -        -   21

l2 - 2x   if i á * á 1/

and

3x if 0 g x g §

gix) »2-3* if * á * á I

,3* - 2 if I á * = 1

also commute, and that these share with Tchebycheff polynomials

(suitably modified by Lemma 1 so that they take [O, l] into [O, l])

the property he calls fullness. (A function on [O, 1 ] to itself is full if

the interval may be subdivided into a finite number of subintervals

on each of which the function is a homeomorphism onto [O, l].) In

fact every pair of nontrivially commuting continuous functions

known to the author are either full, or it is possible to find a sub-

interval which the restrictions of the functions take onto itself and

on which (with the scale properly changed) they are full. The result

shown in this note is that if two full functions commute, they have a

common fixed point. It is hoped that the result and/or some of the

lemmas will be useful in studying the general problem.

Definition. Two functions / and g defined on a set X to itself

are said to commute if for each x£X we have/(g(x)) = g(/(x)) ;/ and
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g have a common fixed point if there is an xGA^ such that/(x) =g(x)

= x. We use juxtaposition of functions to indicate composition and

may write the commuting property as fg = gf.

Lemma l.Iff and g are functions on the interval [a, b] to itself and

h is a homeomorphism of [a, b] onto [c, d], then hfh~l and hgh~lare

functions on [c, d] to itself which commute and have a common fixed

point if and only if f and g commute and have a common fixed point.

The proof of this lemma is straightforward and is omitted.

Lemma 2. // there are continuous commuting functions on [0, l] to

itself without a common fixed point, then there are also onto functions

with these properties.

Proof. Suppose / and g satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. Let

Oi = max(inf/, inf g) and ¿>i = min (sup/, supg). Since/ and g com-

mute, their ranges intersect, and, ai^bi. Let fi and gi be / and g

restricted to [ai, bi], respectively ;/i and gi take [ai, bi] into [au bi]

for if, for example,/i(x)>bx, there is yE [0, l] such that giy) =x, and

gfiy)=fg(y)=fix)>bi implies Z>i<min(sup/, supg). Inductively we

let ai = max(inf/¿_i, inf gi_i), &< = min(sup/¿_i, sup g,_i),

fi=fi-i\ [ai, bi] and g» = g»-i| [a{, bi]. The set { [o,-, ¿>¡]} forms a nested

sequence of closed intervals and has a nonnull intersection. If the

intersection were degenerate, / and g would have a common fixed

point; hence, the intersection is an interval [a, b], and /=/| [a, b]

and g = g\ [a, b] are onto [a, b]. Now letting h be a homeomorphism

of [a, b] onto [0, l] and using Lemma 1, we get hfh~x and hghr1 as

the required functions.

Lemma 3. /// and g are commuting functions, then f and gf are com-

muting functions which have a common fixed point if and only if f and g

have.

The proof of this lemma is also quite trivial and hence omitted.

Definition. A continuous function/: [0, l]—>[0, l] will be called

full if there exists a partition P¡= {xo, Xi, • • • , x„} oí [0, 1] with

xo = 0, Xi<Xi+i and x„ = 1 such that for each i we have/| [x,-, x,+i] is

a homeomorphism onto [0, l].

It is immediate that the composition of two full functions is full

and that Pf is unique.

Definition. A partition P¡ is regular if its subintervals are all the

same length. A partition P0 refines Pf uniformly if each Pf interval is

the union of the same number of Pa intervals.
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Lemma 4.2 If fx and gx are commuting full functions without a com-

mon fixed point, there are functions f and g having the same properties

and in addition are such that f(0)=g(l) = 0, f(l) =g(0) = 1, P/, P„,
and Pf„ are regular, and P0 refines P¡ uniformly.

Proof. Since /i(0) = gi(0) =0 guarantees a common fixed point, we

need only (after possibly renaming the functions) consider the cases

(l)/i(0) = 0;gi(0) = l and (2)/i(0) = 1 =gx(0). Incase (1)/i(l) =/igi(0)
= gi/i(0) =gi(0) = 1; hence gi(l) must be 0 else 1 is a common fixed

point. In this case let f2=fx and g2 = gx- In case (2) /i(l) =/igi(0)

= gi/i(0) =gi(l); therefore to avoid a common fixed point we must

have /i(l) =gi(l) = 0. In this case we let f2=figi and g2 = gx- Now

MO) =figii0) =/i(l) - 0, g,(0) =gi(0) = 1, f2(l) =figi(l) =/i(0) = 1 and
g2(l)=gi(l)=0. In either case let/3=/2 and gi = g2f2- Clearly P„ re-

fines P/, uniformly, and similarly P/,as refines P0i uniformly. Now let

(p be any order preserving homeomorphism on [0, l] taking P¡lQx

into the corresponding regular partition of [0, l]. Let/ = $/30-1 and

g = <t>g2fp~i- It is easy to verify that these functions have the required

properties.

Theorem. Commuting full functions must have a common fixed point.

Proof. If not, there exist / and g satisfying Lemma 4. Suppose

Pf= {0, l/n, 2/w, •• -, 1} and P„= {0, l/m, 2/m, - - - , l} ; then

P/„= {0, l/mn, 2/w«, • ■ • , 1} and m and « are odd. We adopt the

notation that /<=/( [(i—l)/n, i/n] and g< = g| [(¿—1)/?«, i/m], let

r=(« + l)/2, s=(m + l)/2, and consider the case when r is odd and 5

is even (similar arguments can be made for the other cases). Note

that D(figj) (the domain of fig/) lor each i and j is some subinterval

of P/„ and, in particular,

' The author is indebted to the referee for the statement and the shortened proof

of this lemma.
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Similarly

|~j - 1    5-1       M
Difig.) =   -.-+ —  ,

L   m m mnj

fs - 1        1      5-1        21

L   m mn       m mnj

[5 — 1      r — 1    5 — 1       r~\      Vmn — 1      mn + 11

-+->-+ - \-\-z-»   -;- .m            n          m          » _l      L   2mn            2mn   j

and we have shown that Dig,fr) =Difrg,). Now g, is continuous and

onto [0, l]; so its graph must intersect the diagonal of [0, l]X [0, l]

and g, has a fixed point Zi. Since D(g,)C.D(fr), ZiED(fr) and thus

ZiED(fTg.)=D(gJT). Therefore g,/r(zi) =frg.(zi) =fr(zi) and z2=/r(zi)

is a fixed point of g,. Continuing we get a sequence {zp} of fixed points

of g, where zp+i=frizp). Since/, is monotone, the sequence {zp} con-

verges to, say, z which clearly is both a fixed point of / and g. This

contradiction completes the proof.
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